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By ~g “20bel.

Abstract: A method of interference is described in the
“presentreport which promises profitable
appltcatton in aeronautical research. The
physical f’oundatton.of the method and a
simple method of adjustment are briefly
discussed. The special tednical construction
cf the instrument is described which
guarantees Its use “alsoin the case of
vibrations of the su,rroundi~-space and
-permitsthe Lnveshigatiiotiof unsteady phenomena.
It is found that the Interferencemethod will
make the small differences in density In the
flow field around the body ”evenat low speeds .
(40 m/sec) opticdly measurable. “
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Optloal methods of measurement have been more
frequently used in modern measuring technique. TMs
fact results from the progressive development of the
separate technical fields of dppllcatfon as well as
the continuous perfection of’the optical instruments
themselves-and their control. .

The “interferenceiethods range first among the
optical methods of measurement wbldh have become so
important for highly accuzzatsSUN?exact quantitative
measurements. Light Is split into”co~rent wave trains
which are brought to Interj?erenceby means of stiple
but hl~h-quality optical aids as mirrors and plane
parallel glrss plates. The interference fringes which
were thus obtained are used for.measuring small changes

‘ in denslt~ of the medium under investigation.

The present re~ort describes an h.tarferometer.
which was lx?be used r!ainlyfor investigation of the
density field “ofbodies In the subcritical flow domain.
Thts problem is especially difficult since, as Is well-
known, the changes of density in flows of low speeds up
to about 100 metemper second are so small that the &ir
may be treated as an approximately incompressible meaim~
There &re no changes of temperature by heat-emitting
bodies in air flowsof this kind; therefore,only quantities
are.measured whioh are due to the snail.differences in
density which result from.dlffarences of velocity in
various places on.the body.

. .

Although&he limit of measuring acour~oy of the
“ “interferencemethod is almost reached,this.method still

permits the opttcal measurement of-these s@~l changes
in density. Therefore every means must be used in order
to increase the measuring sensitivity. ., . .

. . . .

Extreme accuracy of measurements and, equally
Important, most del~cate adjustment of th~ interferometer
are therefore required. A method of adjualansntproved “
exce~lent in many tests”of.the author (compare reforencp 11) .
is briefly reported; by this method such an instrument
can be adjusted with comparatively little loss of time-
Then”the precautions are described which were taken
first to avoid defa~tions of the instrument.by
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tqnperat~, influence+gand eqco-qd-.*O reduce t&e
senslt$vlky Or the’instrument,agalmt msdmnlaal
outside dfsturbames (vibrations)so that the method
.oould be applied to teohnioal measurements,

Finally there was the ques-tionof monochromatic
Ji.ght soumes of mgh intensity to be solved; the
relatively long light paths and the Znsertion Qf
Intezmedlate optloal apparatus for the examination of ‘
unsteady phenomena.made It dlfflml.t to reach suffloleptly
short times of exposure of’about 1~00 tol/200 seoond,

. 2, BASIC PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE INTERFEROMETER

The followl~ discussion i.~limited to straight
parallel interference fringes. The formation of sIlch
Interference f’rlnges (as contrasted with interference
rings) can be traced to thd effect of a wedge-shaped
plate (fig- 3). A second ray ccmlng from L~ shall be
made coincident to the.ray L reflected on the wedge-
shaped plate at the point A; thi$ second ray will
.leave the wedge-shaped plate. after refraction snd “
refleatlon In it, at exactly the point A. The difference
in path of these two reflected rays is a function of
the thlcl.messof the glass plate P at this particular
location and of the angle of inoidenoe a; the two raya
come to .Interferencein the image plane ~ of the top

surface of the wedge-shaped plate, A* a oonstant angle
of lncidenoe ‘interference fringes of equal thio’bess’”
originate: light and dark straight frhges parallel
to the edge of wedge. The effect of’such plates depends
on whether the inoiderltray of light is turne”d.towards
or,away.frcm t~. wedge. The se~arate rays of a light
beam whioh are mul’tlple-~flected in the wedge-shaped
plate diverge or converge correspondingly.

Thts.bas~c principle may be turned to advantage
only after some changes have been made; It oan be used
for pioductlon of straight Interference fringes in
uniquely determined planes and for the examination of
three-dlnmnaionalbodies by means of the four-plate
,systemwhich is shown In figure 49 This optical
arrangement was introduced by”Mach and Zehnder; the
two llght paths are so far apart in space that.,amutual

.. ...— .- —- .—. . . . .. . —— .
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influencs”will-’be avpicled”it one.of the.two light paths
mosses the fldld of detisity.to,~e exam~ned. .TMs
aeparatlon of the light.paths.’is”ofdecisive lmpor~ance
for the investigation 037flow problems and.thermodynamic
phenomena

mioOf th8 parallel amors (fig. 4i, .q and S2,
are coated for full reflection, the other the, %
and P2, also called Mglitter plates, hhve-a seti-

transparent”platinumcoating applied by cathods “-
sputteringol

A Mght bundle Inoldent on the plate Pl IS

partially reflected, partially transmitted through
the plate. The first bundle Is transmitted through the
plate P2 after reflection St the Mirror S1; the

. .
second partial Bundle is raflqotoflat both the mirror

-d ti~~s.plate T2.
‘2

These tw~ light bundles me coherent,
that is”,they ori~lnate from the sme I?gb.tsouroe arid“ .
have the same polarization, They eye used far interference
after travelllng light paths of equal length in the “ ‘
instmament. However, further ~artial reflections occur
~ tti plates ‘1 - ‘2

which also cause phsnomena

of interference”. But they are rendered so dim by thz
semi-transparent ccating of the plates tinata disturbing
Lnfluence on the Interference ~f the first partial
bundle Is avoided. With this arrangement the very
complicated exclusion of the partial reflection is
rendered superfluous ~hich Is necessary when using
plane-parallel glass plates for Pi and P2.

1A silvered mirror did not stand the test so well
since the surfaces must not be varnished and since the
silver layers decompose rapidly under atmospberi.o
influences; moreover, they are mechanically very sensltim.
The platinum surfaces, on”the other hand, are .chenlcally
stable, but mechanically as sensitive as silver ones.
A coatlrw!of.silicon Is recommended as Eiviw the best
reflectlfigeffect; it,ls
IG-Farben according to a
meanwhile

producod by Dr~ Hoc~eim at
new method which was tested
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By means of.&la. Il&i&6nt,: ~teiferenoes can be
~otlueed at any -x!U.S= fwm+he *mom.: (See fig. 5.)
The phenomenon .of Interl!eredoea3w@JI appears at the
intierseqtlolk of cbhfmemf l-t .dhjiswhich have travellml’
different but.equally large paths ti we ~w~t !
The two.@ates P’1.and p2 al~e ~p~.t any mdnlpulatlon
for @Qduo$ion “of interferences’if’the ln812WU19ntis

“b~jizstedadourately, that Is, if all mirrors are exBotJIY
parallel;-moreover, the sum.of the dlstanoes from
P1 .to Pa has to be so e%ao~ly allke on both dlf%?ent
‘~tiS i~~- 91 and 92 that the phase shift of the tiro

‘tive tiiwMris bquals -zero i

All pl&tes and n&ors are arx&ngecl III suoh a way
that they mm be tiurnedaround a pair of axes perpendloulam ~
to each other. The plate P~ oan also be shifted In
the direotlon perpendicular to the plane of the plate on
a slidlgg @de; thus the correction of the dlstame
adjus@ent, still necessary after the “fine adjustment”
of the Instrument, is made possible. After the instrument
has been perfeotly ad~usted the two full mlfiors S1
ar.fl32 remain unohanged for all further work. If
possible, they ought to be fixed permanently.

.The mnneation between the rotation of the plates
F1 alla.-Pa, the location of interference and the”width
-cf the interference fringes (XUIbe defined as follows:

If the plate P1 1s turned by the angle “a, the
path of the first partial ray over S1’ and P

~
-es

and”the original @terseotion B ~ th;os~;e shifts”
byanamountbf c=2u(a1+a2+ l,) .-.(For
these small angles, the stie of’the angle’may be assumkil
to be equlyalent to the angle.lt~elf.) The second partial
ray over S2 and P2 reqM.ns uno~ged. The plate
P2 must be rotated In the opposite sense In order to

obtain the interferences Zn B~. It is rotated by the”eagle
f,

~=+al+aa+t

z

.
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distanopa~be~web.nthe.tirprs and c :-tlid‘rbtatikq.~‘.~:
.

of tlib‘fl~~~.,pla-te “Pi...JCompare ref’erezioe’79). “ ~ .ct~.”,””~~ .,.. . .-, .. .. .... .. .
. ~*:”p5@clple: if.$he w@ge=8tip& g~qia-“platefo.~-. ‘,

p’roducti~ of std?a$ghti.ntarferenee,fringes-that.Ow:aa. -:
shown.W ~xre 3. 1s. e.xtpnded:. the wedge angle ts~ .’
Sompbd.by m$s”alitiment.dfthe two plane paralbl plates “ “
whioh malq?..r~ys .df.light of the sapie.energy. .Mtevfere” -:‘
and pr+duoe .ontpe .whole eurfaos of tb mirror Intierferenoe
fringes which Lie ‘o?a un.lquelydetermi~d .pl.ane.
Therefore, in-t@ferences “Inany “desh?ed~plane, posttlon,
and width may be produced by means of the two plates

‘1 and ..P2 q.pd.the four-~.ssibilftlesor adjusting......~
them.. Ch&es in”~en.sltlvitymay be &de by aeiectlon
of an atiquate width of.th6”interference fringes.
Herein lies the excellent.a~aptability of the 4.nterference
method to the demands of all ‘kindsof.measurlng technlques●

If an app.roxlmately polht.light gburce Is being used,
rotations of the two plates about axes’,perpendlculambto.- ~
the plahe of”the papep ,(fig. 5 ] will cause interference -
fringes.par&lleltc these axes; horizontal Interference..-
fringeswill.result..frem rotation about horizontalaxes ..:
All Intemnbdiate values.between perpendicular and.. . .- .
horizontal positiionmOf th interference.friWes regulr~ .
coordination of the two ~lates and rotations around all
four axes.

to $.heedgs
The ,interfer&ee fring3s.always are partillel
of the wedge.. - “

... . #r
.. . .. .. . .. . .
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3 ● METHOD OF ADJUSTMENT BY MEANS OF A PENTAPHISld

.--.The-pmbeeding.8.hteEIenkS on” tb basic working Of
the interference-refractometermade it olear that the
a6curaay depends on the order of magnitude of the light
wave lergthm Thereforevthe”four plates and mirrors
must be adjusted with tJaeutmost caution; a special
method.of mirror adjustment is mquired~

In -y aases,where theinterferenoe”method could
contribute to the olarlfioation,of important questions
its application was frustrated by the difficulties of- “
adjustment of the instrument itself.

The principle of the adjustment method’given In
reference 5. shall be mentioned briefly; it requires
certain conditions which aan be fulfilled only in a
laboratory-llkesetup of the mirrors on optical benches.
Each mirror and Its plate we fixed.on an optical bench
and arranged rotating about pair~ of perpgndi.cularaxes;
they are set parallel by observation of a point in the
far distance (several kilometers) (f’lg.6). The two
refleoted Images of plate and mirror are made exactly “
congruent by means of a telescope whioh is also
fastened to the optical bench and made parallel to it.
The second pair of mirrors are set parallel in the same
way. Since the image of the distant object reaches both
mirrors, the error of the angular deviation g increases
with the distance of the mirrors and requires a correction
by sighting at a celestial objeot,for Instance a bright
star. After these two pairs of mirrors have been set
parallel,both optical benches are set parallel to eaoh
other and by means of adjusting screws on the sockets
fixed in suoh a manner that illuminated cross-hairs in.
front of the plate ‘1 beoome ooinoident for the whole

system of mirrors. The disadvantages of this method of
adjustment need not be tlisoussedfurther, “

A new method of adjustment .wasurgently needed whioh
would make it possible to adjust the interferometer at
the assigned location quickly, precisely, and without
too much difficulty. Such a method of adjustment by
means of a pentaprism was tested In many experiments and
proved to be efficient. (See ref0m3noes 11 @ 12.)

,

—
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The pentaprism has the t of reflecting
‘rop&%gm 70) ItlsInoidentrays of l!ght at 90 .

thtirpforenot aensitlve to angle cha@s in its whole
fiald; Figure 8 shows the principle of the adjustment,
FirSt, the ground plane of the whole instrument on.whioh
all four mirrors are looated wII1 be set horizontally
and the mirrors at 45° to the oomon line of their
perpendicular axes of rotation. Then an autooolllmatlng
telescope F Is adjusted exactly horlzontal~ Its
optloal axis is parallel to the mirror surfaoesa In
the direction of this optical axis there is an optical
bench on vihlchan adjustable stand with thepentaprism
can be moved, The cross-hairs in the ocular of ths
telescope are then projacted into the pentaprism slid
through the latter Into the mirror. The mirror Is
rotatsd and inclined until the+Image of-the oross-hatrs
which is reflected from its front surface falls back in
the ophioal axis of the telescope and becomes fully
congruent to the original.cross-hairs-

Attention must be paid to a preliminary adjustment
of the pentapr:sm itself, or else Interferences will not
be found, The penttiprisrnis ilot constructed with the
exact accuracy that is needed he~eo Therefore ~e twO
images of the cross-balm reflectsd by the.q.nterlorand
posterior surfac.~sof the pentaprlsm s.x%.netexactly
congruent. Onb therefore selects one cd’these two partial
Images for use and Tetains it for the adjustment ~f all
mirrors. The base & the pentapriem is adjusted .
horizontally -inboth ~irections of the ray by means of
a water level. The respective @rror is accurately
adjusted when the two cross?ha;rs reflected.from
pentaprlsm pnd the mirror itself.cover the one.in
the telescope. ,

Then the pentaprism is shifted on the optical bench
and used In the same way for the adjustment of three
mirrors. After that, the fourth mirror may be easily
adjuated by eye by observing ffiom ‘2 an illuminated

cros8=hair in front of the $lr~t plate P1 and making

.

it oongruent”to the other refleht%’dimages. This
obsemation ~ught,to be made by teleseope because t~
adjustment is fiuzili-tatedand because it is easier to “.
focus to a certain plane by telescope than by eyu; thik
accomodatlon Is important for the later f’ocuslngof the
Interferenceso
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If the mirrors were put parallel precisely,
. Interferences must now be visible after insertion of
a monochromati.oIi@t soume In front of the plate PI;

these Interferences are extre~ly &e beoause the “
interference plane Is at infinfty if the mirrors are
absolutely parellel~ In monochromatic light, the
interference fringes are present also when the two
different light paths In the.instrument are not of
exactly equal size but differ by a multiple of the wave
length of the light that was used”..

.

However, the criterion of perfect adjustment of the
instrument Is met only when.the two light paths also are
exactly equal. This adjustment of the accurate dlatance
of the mirrors can be made on the sllde mechanism
(mechanism for longitudinal motion) of ‘theplate P2

by finding the so-called zero-interference In ordinary
white li~ht. The zero-interference is the phenomenon
of Interference which Is characterized by a markedly
distinct interference fringe In which all fringes of
all colors that correspond to the zero-difference in
the light paths coincide. Ths fri~es to both sides OP
the zero-interference lose their well-fooussed clearness
by “superpositionof various wave lengths and disappear
completely after a few fringe widths. (Comparefigure 9 ●)
The presence of this zero-interference In wldte light

- is also a criterion of the mobt delicate adjustment of
the instrument in monochromatic llg!!twhere it Is no
longer recognizable.

It Is recommended always to start from this basic
adjustment, for in the application to ecmewhat complicated
fields of density the zero-interferencemust sometimes be
used”for identification of individual light fringes.

h the present case where the interfgmometerwas .
set up for use in perpendicular arrangement the adjustment
was made in horizontal position according to the method
desoribed above~ Afterwards the instrument was rotated
by 900 and used according to figures 1 and 2.

1~ after adjustment of the instrumen& lnterference8
are presen~ the focusing of the interference fringes Is
made to the mean plane of the object under Investigation-
(See fig. 10.) A distinct object is placed at this
looatlon; the telescone is focussed sharply on that objeot,

. . . . -. .,... . .. . . .. b., -, . . . . . . . . . . . ,.
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and then the loo.ationcd’
means ot’the two plates

with the l“ocationof tie

HAoAmlro. 1184

the interference is changed by
PI and P~ until it coincides

object and both are presented
very distinctly at the”same-time. This Image-of the
field of Interference fringes Is virtual. The location
of the interf’erenoephenomenon lies really outside of
the instnnznent,namely at the intersection of the two
coherent ray bundles. The telescope maybe replaced
by a
(See

camera-and an Interference photograph may be
figs.12 to 150)

4. MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT OF HIGH 1NTENSIT%

So far a light source as nea.rl-ypointlike as
nossible which emits only one sin!!lewave leru?th

taken.

A
has tacitly assumed in sfiaking or fields of ~nterference
fringes. But such a light source of absolute
monochromasy does unfortunately not actually exist;
rather, the radiation of a light source will always
contain a great number of oscillations. As is well-
lmown the spectral domain of the glowing filament of
an incandescent lsmp includes all wave lengths from the
ultraviolet over the visible radiation to the heat
radiation of the infrared.

On the other hand, lumlnous vapors or gases emit
a spectrum with only a narrow extent and are therefore
used as more or less homogeneous light sources for the
purposes of interference. However, a further narrowing
of the extent of the spectrum is usually necessary for
the evaluation of photographs of interference fringes;
color filters are used for abSOrptlOn of the wave
lengths which still represent a disturbance. However, suoh
considerable losses of light result from these
arrangements that short-exposme photographs of
interference fringes and,therefore,the investigation of
unsteady phenomena.are no longer possible.

The present treatise also investigated the question
what light sources are suitable to produce high light
intensities and yet to meet the necessary stipulations
of spectral properties.

. .

.
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The s~otral Uomalq presented by the sodium
sp,eotrall~p w~th the lines D1 and D2
h = 589o and 5896 AU is so narrw t~t ,onemay speak
of a monochromatic light soumeg This spectral lamp
is especially suitable ‘forInterference purposes and
for locating the Interference frtnges after the
adjustment of the instrument because the whole image
plane Is *alwayscovered with saturated Interference
fringes. The.light intensity of this lamp,.however,
amounts to about 25t030 sb oply; it Is so small that
photographs with short exposure oannot be taken .
even when using panohromatio emulsions.

Osramls mermry spectral lamp is a light source
of much higher Intensity (about 1000 sb); moreover, It
emits spectral lines of great fineness. The lines
X = 4080,4360,51+60,5770, and 5790.AU (figo 11)
represent the wave lengths which are emitted with
relatively high spectral energy in the”vlslble and “ “
photographically effective region. Since each light
wave Is able to produce a system-of interference fringes
the various systems are superimposed; the difference
in paths of the separate light waves causes the
disappearance of single fringes in certain places of
the Interference fringe photograph. Therefore an
image of interference fringes results which consists of
several periodically recurring groups of interference
fringes (fig. 12) which cannot be used for spectral
investlgctions. Therefore the monochromatlsm must,
by suitable light filters, be Intensified to the emisston
of a range of wave lengths as narrow as possible.
Various litit filters of the firms Schott and General Jena
and Carl Zeiss were tested; the filter w’hiohgave
the best photographla effeot at the highest degree of
monochromatic light was seleoted.

The loss of light by filtering Is exceedingly high.
Moreover, most filters have the property of well absorb=
llght waves up to about 5000 AU but with increasing wave
lengths the transparency increases and beoomes 100 percent
In the daaln of infrared radiation.

The blue line A = 1+360 as such IS photographically
very effective; but It r6fiers the observation-by-eyeso-
difficult that-its use Is eliminated.

-.
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For the green line h = 546o-AU the panohromatlo
emulston 1s not sensitive enough to obtain sufficiently
short times of exposure even for the filter Zeiss B
which permits to pass 67 peroent of the relative speotral
energy.

For the yellow line h = 57 0 and 5790 the use of
Tthe filter OG 2 (Schott and Gen. proved to be most

advantageous. It transmits 94 peroent of the relative
spectral energy of these lings whlch”wlth 80 percent
of relative energy stand out as the”brightest llnes in
the visible domain of tti.line spectrum of the mercury
lamp. (The energy of the spectral line is referred to
the 100 percent energy of the ultraviolet line.). .

~s filter OG 2 is especially advantageous insofar
as it absorbs completely the many wave lengths smaller
than A = 5460 AU which are contained in the spectrum
of the meroury high-pressure discharge (Compare fig. 11.)
Thereafter thfitransparency of the filter increases .
quickly. The transparency is mly 4. percent for
the line h = 546-oAu, but for the desired lines with
A = 5T70ti 5?90 It is * percent; for all larger
wave lengths, up to the domain of infrared radiation the
filter will be perfectly transparent.

In the domain of visible radiation no larger wave
lengths are emitted. The small in@ared radiation is
already absorbed by the glass elemsnts of the lenses and
mirrors. Thus practically the lines A = 5770 and 5790
alone will be effective, with great energy, for the
excitation of an interference ~ringe field with saturated
interference fringes. The times of exposure which were
obtained by irisertionof a telescope were arou- 1/2 second
for useful interference photographs. However, this long
time of exposure is completely useless for the investiga-
tion of unsteady phenomena.

The next step towards an increase of brightness
consists of the use of the mercury i~ighpressure lamp .
type Hg B 500 which had been recently developed at”
Osram; this lsmp produces a llght intensity of 30,000 sb
at a vapor pressu~ of 50 at. The line spectrum of-the
discharge in mer.cnmyvapor essentially varies with
increasing vapor pressure W i.~indicated by an
Increaaed width of the lines until, at very hi$h pressures
of about 200 at, they mm into one another as oolor bands.
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The questicn had

13
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.

to-%e investigtitedwhether the widening
. of’t6e.li~p. had reaohed=dlstfibl~ proportions for –
A= 5770 and 5790 illt~s hmP of highest light
Intensity. Fortunately, the result was that the
widening of the bands only concerned the spectral-lines
of smaller wave lengths whereas the chosen lines
A = 5770 and 5790 rettined almost constant width: The
disturbing wave length domain may,.therefore, be
rendered Ineffeotivb and the high light intensity maybe
made useful for Interference purpcsos by a filtration
through the filter 0G”2. For a saturated Interference
fringe photograp~l”the attainable times of exposure with
Insertion of’a tel.esoopeare lfiOO tol/200.. These
~lues already offer thp possibility of Inveatlgalihg
unsteady phenomena, .

The abillt;~of the light to prcduce an lnterferenoe
syster~depends upon two basic condltlme:

(1) The two superimposed wave trains must oscillnte
with equal phase In one plane but do not otb=rwlse
influence one another.

(2) The light source must emit the same type of
oscillation during the interval of time-which is nacesaary
for travellhg the dlfferenoe in paths of the two
interfering ray bundles (coherency)..

The abillty of light to Interfere Is limited by
the maximum path difference whloh still permf.tathe
observation of interferences. This path difference
is a function of the width of the spectral lines and ‘
therefore of the uniqueness of the oolor (monochromas~)q

If a light source emits as In tha presant case two
adjacent homogeneous spectral lines of different wave .
lengths eaoh wave by itself oan produce an .Lnterference
fringe system. The two fringe systems are superimposed
and so nearly coincide if the difference in paths is
small that apparently there exists only one fringe
system.

. . . . .... .-— —.-
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. . Qne now inoreaaes tlie:dtfferenceIV paths and”csq-,
hake the obeerva%ton”that.af$e@.the.pr@uction of a ~
oertaln nuuiberof lnterference”fr~ea these fringes
are pro&essively weakened and finally ex.tlngulshed..
They disappear completely.when the ~imum “intensity .
of’the system.of one color .coincides with the-minimum

.of the other color. “This Phemmenon.results Rrorna . ‘
change of the longitudinal motion of the plate 72:
the longitudthal motion oauses the Change~of”the
d-ifferenc?in paths of the two lnterferl~ rays.. .,

In the present cas”e,the merotiy high pressure ‘
lamp emits ‘afterfiltration with the filter OG 2 the .
two ed~acent wave lengthi h = 577-Oand 5790 AU .whloh
differ by 20 AU. Therefore the fringe-distance ts -
different for the two colors, because the wave lengths “
are in proportion to the fringe distances:

,

Therefore the difference in the fringe distance
of both fields of interference 1s:

This dlfferenoe is of such”a small order of magnitude
that it Is negligible In the evaluation of the.interference
fringe photographs.

,

A shift in the position of the interference frinqes
after k fringes-which can be calculated results from
the emission of the two different wave lengths,’ The
region where the fringes, oounted from the zero-

. interferdnoe, just disappear is characteristic. This
dlsappe”aranceoccurs when the difference in fringe
distance in k fringes me~ures. exactly one half of

tbs fr&e width; ~
.kb %-’2

‘1
of the fringes k bayond which this

that is, the nwaber

characteristic

.
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‘ with k.. = 5790 AU -d ~. = “5770 AU, k becotis

145, that 1S, counted fzmm the zero-interference,the
“Interferences disappear after 1~5 fringes or after “ c
“everytwo k, 2k = 290 fringes, respectively, a full
saturation of interfer~nce fringes recurs periodically.
A Hlmilar a~pearance of groups of Interferanoe fringes
may b.srecognized in figures 12, 12{a), ard 12(b).

If the light of’a continuous light source, for
InetitnceQn ordinar;rinosnde~ccnt Imp 1.sused, the
l~t of saturation for ths interference fringes.can
be found by lnsertlng for h the nean wave le th of

?the effective spectrel domain of about l;OOOto 000 AU
and ror Al - X2 one half 02 the difference of the

‘1 r()()0
two extreme wave :.eagths. k = =

2(A1 - ~) 2X1OCK)

= 2.5 fringss means that there exists anly a total of
about five saturat~d Interference fringes in the whole
field; fibmre 9 confirms this fact.

“Refc)rence 8 and referenco 9 treat the evaluation
of interference frhge photographs; the theoretical
relations between the density which was optioally
determined end the other state variables pressure
and temperature are derived thera..

6 ● TEOfiICAL POSSIBILITIES OF A!?PLICATION...

The extrqg~dinary sensitivity of the .interferenoe
method permits measurement of .ohangeaof index of
refractlotiof matter of.1/20,000,.000(length of the
measured region lrn). The region of sensitivity
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may be changed extensively by adequate seleoti.onof
wtdth of the fringes; the width can be adjusted in
any way by means of the two plates PI and P~p

(seef’is.5 and 15.} For instance, for large “
ohanges In density very narrow fringes will be seleoted
beoause a wide bulging of the fringes is to be expected;
very small changes in density, on the other hand, oall
for greater widths of the fringes. For the extreme
case,investigation by means of very wtde fringes will
be used for small fields of’dguaity,

To understand the extent of sensitf.vttyof’this
measuring method me should bear in mind that in oases
of wide interference fri~”es small I’ractlonsof this
width cm still be measured accurately, and yet a
‘m.dgeof one whole fringe width ccrresyoads to a
change of the optical path of one light wave length
cnly (0.578/iOCIOmm).

Thermodynamics, flow problems, gas dynamics, the
determination of density in static gaseous and liquld
matter, of’transparent solid mi~atances snd stress
analysis for transparent solid and liquid substances
are the main fislds of appllcatic’nof ihe interference
iuethod~

The apgiicaticn of the iriterfs?encemethod is of
special importance in the.investigation of bodies in
a flow at hifihvelocities In the region of subsonio
flows s At the high flight velocities already planned
and under the influence of compressibility,local sound
waves appear on the wing prof’ile;these sound waves
influence considerably the properties of drag and lift
and therefore the flight characteristics of the body.
The optical measu~ing method 1s especially valuable in
tld.scritical flow domain whera methods of measurement
that were proved good in wind-tunnel practice at lower. .
air speeds are no longer applicable. Furthermore, the
method of interference permits tho investigation of
unsteady flow phenomena on the wing as for sxamgle
occur w~th the sudden extension of split flaps, or
the extension oZ’nose flaps, or the opening of slots,
etc. The variatton of the “Interferencefringe field
which Is a measure for the variation of the field of
density in the medium under investigation occurs free
of Inertiag #
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PECULIARITIES OF THE I~I@ROMEZER
.. ..
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The faot that by an optloal system of plates &d “
mirrors and “a.special preoision adjustment of these
aggregates to.eaoh other ltght maybe brought to “
lnterferenoe does not yet gi~ any certatnty as to
whether such an instrument Is appropriate for teobnloal
measurements. Mostly speoial conditions of set-up$
which are not poshibld in teobnloal ap~lioatio~had
to be fulfilled for the interferometers of this kind “
Iumwn so far; by the way, only a very small number of
them existed in Germany until a few years ago. They
were set up horiaont~lly on a-very heavy and solid
ground plane in rooms free of vibrations or on “
especially fabricated foundations and in rooms whioh
had partly thermostaticallyregulated temperatures.
Yet, circtuastancespermitting, the heat emanation
of the human body when near the interferometer was
sufficient to make the Interferences disappear; In
sensitive adjustment, small deformations of the
instrument resulted from this influence of temperature.
Sometimes a light pressure of a finger on that ground-
plane weighing several zentners~ was sufficient to
change the interfere”noesc

The oonclusl.onhad to be drawn from these observa-
tions that first of all the sensitivity against
temperature and against mechanical influences must
be eliminated by.a more’ favorable technical setup.
Therefore for the first time a lattlce support was
built whioh was cantilever and.shaped according to
the principles of bridge construction,but elastlc
in itself; this lattice oarrier supported the mfrror ‘
aggregates● (See figs. 1 and 2. )

. To eaualize the temperature a smcial lnvar-steel
alloy was-selected whloh”is far su~~lor to steel; its
10 itudinal expansion ooefflcient, when heated to
9100 oentrlgrade is a = O.00000~ as contrasted with

the longitudinal.expansion coefficient of steel
.a= 0.00165. The lattice system must not be welded
be~ause these outstanding properties of the invar-steel
are lost again by a ohange of structure as it occurs in
weldlng,

‘A zantner = 110.23 pomndsm
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Furthermore, We Instrument was ponstruoted for
perpendicular arr~ement and suspended floatlng in a
frame of tubes by means of springs so that it was
freely movable in all three directions of space. “The

rnatural frequenoy of the Instrument We = ~

ca be adjusted to the circumstances by an adequate
selection of the spring constant c if the mass m of
the instrument is given. The salectlon of a natural
frequency much smaller than tlhepresent stimulating
frequency of the vibrations whloh have effeot upon the
Instrument from the outside will prove practical.
Then the vibrations are rendered innocuous and the
damping is sufficient so that the interference fringes
rematn unchanged and measurements are possible even in
rooms with large vlbrations-

The mobile arrwpmnt IS a further pe.cullarity
of the instrument; lar~e flalds of density may thus
be measured in various locations by means of’the small
mirrors which are available.

The optical apparatus.which is used for taking the
interference photographs is most practically fastened
to the interferometer itself on a small optical benoh;
It joins in every move of the instrument so that the
full field of Interferences is always illuminated
irrespective of the position in the field of density. .
to he investigated.

If the body undgr investigation is more extended
In length (for Instance,a heated pipe or the span In
the model of a wing) m optical”df.stortionresults
beoause the two boundary planes lie at different distances
fron the lens. This fact must be taken into consideration
already when.settl~ the oamera with respect to the
body under investigation; the body must be adjusted in

osuch a manner that two fixed points at the corresponding”
locations of tho bmidary planss lie exactly in the
optical axis.

This distortion can be minimized by
the light coming from the interferometer
and t-nusextending the object distance,
advantageous for the.reason that one can

first deflecting
through prisms
~S method iS
work with great
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fooal distances of an opti.oalapparatus and that one can
.~asten.the optical.app.aratuadirectly to the Interferometer
in spite’of-the graat disfahtiesftioni”thbobject under
Investigation. The small 10SS of.llght by absorption
of the air OQ the path outside of the Instrummt w~ch
‘waslengthened artlf’1.ci~lyis unimportant; for the light
at our disposal is approximately smallel and so bright

1’that tinms of exposure down to 1 200 second aro posoibla
when a lf.[~.tfilter Is used.

l?lnally,I should l~ke to mention that the use of
thiok glass plates as boundary planes of the density
field to ‘be-investigated does “notpresent any difficult.
Glass that isoptloally flawless and free of stress and
regions of varying refractim indsx should be used;
however, it need not be exactly plane parallel- /

Only u correct compensation or the”phase shift is
important in the use of pl~tes cf this kind. If this
phase shift js made hy fidju~t.tn~the lnterferomoter
with re~ar~?to dista.noe(micrciwter slids at P2)~a

second adjustment cf the mirrors ~il~ht be n~oessary
as the platee are not exactly ~lan~ parallel.

lkmever, thorg axists L much Shrpler “method: one
can tnsert c glass plate into the secmd light path ~hloh
was so far undisturbefl;this glass plate should be
apnroximsteiy as thlok as WM tiF~Obmndary ‘~latesof tha
de~slty field 2uL tcgether. If this compensator nlate
can be revolvsc und inclined$interferences of goo~
quality will be found again without a change in the
exact basic adjufltmnt of the Instrument. As long as
these glass platas are bel.ngusad tha Intsrfarencos
also can be changed in any way by the two mirrors
PI and P2,

8. SUMMARY

Tha physibal foundations of an interference mthod
were discussed; an Interferometerwas describad whiohA%-was--developedfon the optical measurement of density
fields. The technical structure of the instmment .
Itself was stressed; also an adjustment method which
eliminated difficulties In”the adjustment and control
of such Instruments
very intricate.

that were hitherto considered
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The llght-souroe.swhich are most apprdprlate for ‘
5

spectral examinations and fllt?rin~ which Is adequate
for a high degree of monochromatic llght md photographic
effectiveness were investigated; as a result photographs
of saturated lnterferenOe fringes (compare f’lgs.13 to 15)
with times of exposure of lfiOOtol/200 s were obtul.ned
even for long light paths In filtered light. The results
of the present treatise make the application of
interferometers to the most delicate measurements of
density possible, sven for industrial applications;
they also render the Investigation of unste&dy problems
feasible; therewith the way Is pnvsd for an Introduction
of the Interferencemethod Into many teohnioal fields of
application.

The observation of the region of interference on
a wi~ model of about 10-oentlmeter chord and
@-centimeter span showed already at a flow veloclty
of 40 m/s characteristic bulgl.ngsof the interference
fringes near “theprofile surf’aoe~ The Seilsltivityof
the measuring method Increases linearily w!th the
extension In length (span) of the re~ion under inv9sti.ga-
tioa; the changes in density to be measured Increass
with bhe flow velocity, Already for a snan of dbout
2 .metarsand velocltl.osof 100 to”2C0 m/s there result
bulgings of the “trlterfarencefringes which cqn be
oaloulated; their magnitude is such that ver~ small
fringe distmces must be usec~.~~rewith tileassumptims
for the determination of the density field which
surrounds bodies in a flow and for the investigation
01 numerous tiportant flow probloms are given.

At the time these observations in the wind tunnel
were made s.gectrklllght sources of highest intonslty .
had not yet been analyzed; therefore these lnter$’erence
photographs could not yet be taken.

After the problem of illumination had been solved
the wind tunnel was, by a techmlcal mishap, shut down
for several months; therefore such interference
photographs about bodies in a flow ‘sill be published
later.

Translated by &y L, &hler
National Advisory Committee .
for Aeromutios

I
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Figure 1.-

Figure 2.- Mobileandfloutinglysuspendedinterferometer.
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G1ass plat,e=

Figure 3.- Formation of interferences of equal thickness at the wedge-
shaped plate (L 12).

Figure 4.- Four -

<

1

I

5,

plates- system according to Mach and Zehnder
(L 11).
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Figure 5.- Generationoftheinterferencephenomenon atanydistance
from theinstrumentby mirror adjustment(L 12)(B’ isthe
locationoftheinterferencephenomenon.)
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Figure 6.- Paralleladjustmentofa pairofmirrors at.a timeby
observationofa remoteobject.
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Figure

Figure 7.- Paths of the rays in a pentaprism.
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8.- Adjustment of the mirrors by means of a pentaprism
(L 11, L 12).
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Figure 9.- Zero - interferenceincontinuouswhitelight.

IJ.ght source

7
Lens

screen

Figure 10. - Setup of the interferometer for taking the interference
fringe photographs.

.
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Figure 11. - Relative spectral energy distribution of the mercury
high-pressure discharge (fromZ.f.techn.Physik;14;1933,-393)

Figure 12a. - Without density Figure 12b. - With density
field. field.

Figure 12. - G’roupsof interference fringes in unfiltered mercury
light. Time of exposure: t = 1/500 sec.
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Figure 13. - Displacement of fringes in the proximity of a heated body.1
t = 1/100 sec.

Figure 14. - Displacement of Figure 15. - High-degree
fringes
density
(L nj.

by changesin deformationof the inter-
in supersonic flow ference fringes bylarge

t = 1/100 sec. changes intensity of the
medium underinvesti-
gation. t = 1/100 sec.


